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You may have heard the name and you have probably
played some of the games (whether you realise it or
not), but just who exactly are Sumo Digital? Steve
Lycett, Executive Producer at the Sheffield company,
helps us chart the rise and rise of one of the UK's
most respected developers…
Despite alluding to Japan in the company name and
with many of the distinguished publishers they have
worked with, Sumo is a company born and bred in the
North of England. So first of all, let us start with a
quick history lesson. Sheffield, the steel city, is
famous for 3 things: football (home to professional
clubs United and Wednesday), cutlery and
Henderson’s Relish.

Then

But Sheffield was also home also to Gremlin Graphics.
Formed in 1984, Gremlin started life in a small office
above the video games store, Just Micro, and
blossomed throughout the 80s and 90s into a major
publisher. If you’ve been playing games for a while,
you will surely recognise many Gremlin titles, such as
the ground breaking Actua Sports series Premier
Manager and Loaded. But if you have been playing
games for a very long time, it is likely that you will we
be just as familiar with Monty Mole, Way of the Tiger
and the Lotus series.

Now

In 1999, Gremlin was purchased by the French
software powerhouse Infogrames, becoming Infogrames
Sheffield House. Under Infogrames, the studio continued to produce well loved and
respected games, such as the wonderfully comic Wacky Races, Slam Tennis (with its crazy
Dance Hall court), turn based gem Hogs of War, and a PS2 and Gamecube update to the wonderful miniature world of
Micro Machines. They even succeeded where many others before had failed: producing a Superman game (Shadow of
Apokolips) that wasn't total dross! Sadly, Infogrames decided to close Sheffield House in 2003, bringing an end to the
Gremlin story. However, the demise of Sheffield House was to herald the start of the Sumo story.
Believing they still had much to offer and that a small developer made up of the ex-Sheffield House staff could be a viable
business, Sumo Digital was born. Created by the Sheffield House management team and a small group of coders and
artists, Sumo set up in a small rented office hidden away on an anonymous industrial estate.
The team initially set to making some game demos and taking on small paid work, in the hope of attracting a publishing
deal. One of the first projects they were involved in was England International Football, adding Xbox Live support to the
game, which was an experience that would pay huge dividends later in the companies' tale.
Shortly after, SEGA were looking for someone to port their hugely successful arcade game, OutRun2, to home consoles.
This was one of the Japanese company's prized assets, so they approached Microsoft for help in choosing a developer with
Xbox Live experience. Following their previous good work on the England International Football, Sumo was put forward as a
suitable candidate.
SEGA were looking for someone who understood the spirit of the game, someone who would not only convert it, but add
complimentary features. They felt without that something extra; it would be viewed as too expensive for a home title. Sumo
pitched a design, and waited…
After a tense time of nail biting and waiting, they received the amazing news that they had secured the job! Not only were
they working with the gaming giants of SEGA, they were going to be working on OutRun2! A stand up arcade cabinet was
promptly delivered, as well as the source code…..The team set to work, adamant this was the game to really show what
they were capable of.
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SEGA, trusting Sumo with OutRun, generated a lot of interest
from other publishers and before they knew it, calls were
coming in from all over the world offering jobs. Sumo opted to
work with Codemasters, who had suggested converting their
successful TOCA Race Driver 2 game to a new portable
PlayStation that would be released the following year.
With OutRun2 complete and released to universal critical
acclaim, two PSP launch titles were delivered in the form of
TOCA Race Driver 2 and Virtua Tennis World Tour.
Following OutRun2's success, work began to convert
OutRun2SP, but this time across multiple formats. By now
however, the tiny rented office had been thoroughly outgrown
and Sumo were on the move. OutRun 2006 Coast 2 Coast was
a much larger game and as it was now being developed for 4
systems, this meant the team needed to increase fourfold.
Instead of being a studio that did a couple of single platform
games, they were now working on multiple projects across
many platforms.
Once again the company benefited from earlier relationships;
in the early days of Sumo, help had been given to Revolution
Software with Broken Sword 3 and now they were putting
together a whole new team to work on Broken Sword 4. Work
had also commenced on Driver ’76, a prequel to Driver Parallel
Lines.
Outrun 2006 was now finished, again to critical acclaim, and
the team were about to start on their first true 'next-gen' title.
Having scored well with their PSP Virtua Tennis game, SEGA
entrusted Sumo with the Xbox 360, PSP and PC versions of
Virtua Tennis 3 (with only the PS3 version being developed by
SEGA's AM3 division). It wasn’t long before the expanding
developer was forced to move again to its current location, not
far from Sheffield's Meadowhall shopping centre.
After the success of their PSP titles, Sumo's next adventure
was an approach to develop titles for the launch of Sony's
Playstation Network on PS3. After testing the water with
Go!Sudoku, Sumo delivered one of the first PSN games that
could be played entirely with motion controls, Super Rub a Dub,
and anyone who can play this game without breaking a smile
should seriously consider quitting the hobby! Given the
respectful handling of coveted licenses, Konami soon asked
the team to work on a further PSN title in the shape of GTi
Club+ and International Track and Field on the Nintendo DS.
It was the next SEGA title that really highlighted just how much
trust the company had gained, when they were handed their
crown jewels! SEGA wanted to release a Tennis game that
celebrated the company's long list of beloved gaming
characters, new and old. This was to be the most ambitious
project to date, rolling in characters and stages from many
classic SEGA games, with their mascot Sonic out front. The task
was huge: 5 different platforms all developed simultaneously
and in some cases, their very first foray onto the systems. Did I
mention they had to do all this in less than 12 months too?
Straight after finishing Sega SuperStars Tennis, they
immediately launched into two further multiplatform titles for
SEGA; Virtua Tennis 2009 and Sonic & SEGA All-Stars Racing.
Somehow they also managed to find time complete Dirt2 and
Formula One for the Wii and PSP for Codemasters. Add to that
a series of free episodic games based on the popular UK
science fiction show Dr. Who and we are almost up to date.
2010 has seen Sumo bring board games to life with Hasbro
Family Game Night 3, explore their dark side with Dead Space
Ignition and push the PSP to its limits with a version of
Split/Second. And that is just the stuff we can tell you about!
In all the titles Sumo have worked on, their love of games has
always shone through. So next time you see their logo on a
game box or loading screen, you can take it as a sign of quality,
integrity and good old Sheffield steel!
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As one of the most beloved arcade games of
all time, Bubble Bobble has enthralled gamers
for nearly 25 years with its mix of cute characters,
addictive gameplay and an unforgettable theme tune.
Countless articles have been written about the game and
anyone reading this piece who are not familiar with the adventures of Bub and Bob
probably don't deserve to call themselves a retro gamer! So rather than tell the same old
fantastic story, we will take a look at the games that inspired it, the many sequels and
spin-offs, and some of the numerous titles that tried to recreate the spirit of Taito's 1986
masterpiece...
Our story begins with two games that undoubtedly influenced the gameplay mechanics of
Bubble Bobble. Both Joust (Williams, 1982) and Nintendo's Mario Bros (1983) contain many
of the elements Bubble Bobble would later hone to perfection - a single play screen, platform
based environment, enemy clearing to progress through the levels, bonuses to be collected
when enemies are dispatched and a simultaneous 2-player mode where both
co-operative and competitive play are possible. Of the two, Mario Bros shows the most
similarities with a plethora of cute sprites, enemies with different movement patterns and
even a bonus level that offers a very similar scoring mechanism to Bubble Bobble’s ‘bonus
flask’.While both games are considered classics in their own right, less patient players were
probably put off by the inability to ‘shoot’ enemies and the unusual control of the player’s
character – the endless flapping of Joust’s ostrich, and the imprecise skidding of Mario and
Luigi. Taito would ultimately address both of these issues when developing Bubble Bobble.
Taito's first significant step in the genesis of the game was in 1983, with the release of
Chack’n Pop. This single-player platformer featured a cute, quirky character called Chack’n
whose task was to recover the hearts on each level in order to win the affections of Mrs
Chack’n. Gameplay-wise there are few similarities to Bubble Bobble but the two games are
linked by the use of the whale-like Monstas and cloaked Mightas, who make their debut.
Furthermore the first level will be very familiar to seasoned Bubble Bobble players as the
layout is almost identical to that of level 29 of the better-known game. Due to complicated
controls and a high difficulty level Chack’n Pop is not a great game and was relatively
unsuccessful in the arcades. It did however receive home conversions to Japanese
systems such as Nintendo’s Famicom and SEGA’s SG-1000 and can quite often be found
on the multi-game cartridges supplied with cheap ‘Famiclone’ systems.

The next step Taito took towards gaming immortality was the relatively unsuccessful Fairyland Story released in the arcades
in 1985. Following the ‘clear all enemies from the screen to progress’ template started by Joust, The Fairyland Story
unsurprisingly casts you as a fairy called Ptolemy who must clear each stage by zapping the enemies with your magic wand,
turning them into cakes, then breaking the cakes to reveal bonus fruit and other items. Cute and colourful sprites were the
order of the day and the Mightas made their second appearance as enemies (albeit wearing dark cloaks), while a new
gameplay element was introduced in the form of an indestructible demon that appeared andchased you if you took too long
to complete a level, (which was of course was the forerunner to Bubble Bobble's dreaded Baron Von Blubba!) The Fairyland
Story is an enjoyable game marred only by slightly stiff controls and the lack of a second player, but there's no doubt that
Taito were getting closer.
A year later of course the company hit the jackpot. Taking the two player single screen
influences of Joust and Mario Bros adding the cute and colourful spritesof Chack'n Pop, the
bonus items and indestructible foe from The Fairyland Story, and throwing in the missing
ingredients of an infuriatingly catchy theme song and of course bubbles.
One of the greatest arcade games of all time was born. Casual players
warmed to the engaging visuals, accessible learning curve and
co-operative gameplay, while high score chasers studied the many seemingly
random events in the game to work out how to maximise their points tally
(seeboxout). With such broad appeal, the game's success was assured and
conversions to virtually every home system of the time followed, the
highlights being the Commodore 64 and Sega Master System incarnations.
But as we all know, this was just the beginning of the story...
Over the next decade, Taito released a variety of sequels to their iconic
game. The first was undoubtedly the biggest departure from the original
in terms of gameplay style, as Bub and Bob returned in human
form in Rainbow Islands in 1987. Gone was the co-operative two-player
mode and single screen environment, replaced with an
upwards-scrolling single player mode. Rainbows replaced bubbles
and a whole new range of cute enemies was introduced,
along with challenging end-of-level bosses. Some gameplay elements
remained, such as the collection of fruit and bonus items that enhanced
the player's rainbow-casting ability, but this was a very different game.
Nevertheless, it was an extremely enjoyable follow-up that
relishes almost the same respect as its predecessor.
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The next sequel inexplicably failed to materialise in arcades, instead heading straight to the
NES, Amiga and PC-Engine home systems. Parasol Stars returned our heroes (still in human
form) to single screen co-operative gameplay in 1991, this time arming them with umbrellas
with which to whack, catch and dispatch their enemies, many of whom resembled characters
from Rainbow Islands. The versatile umbrella also gave the ability to slow your character's fall
and throw water droplets across the screen to eliminate foes. The lack of an arcade release
and any significant change in game mechanics meant that Parasol Stars never reached the
heights of its predecessors, but it is still an incredibly playable game.
Future arcade sequels returned Bub, Bob and their newly introduced relatives to dinosaur form
and the classic bubble-blowing platform action resumed in Bubble Symphony (1994) and
Bubble Memories (1995). The only notable changes from the original in these two installments
were the ability to choosefrom several player characters with different attributes, the addition of
bosses and, in the case of Bubble Memories, the alarming choice to put badly digitised wildlife
photos in the background of the game! Much like the later sequels in an action movie franchise,
it was beginning to look like Taito had run out of ideas.
During this time Bub and Bob spread their wings into the puzzle game genre, spawning a whole
new series of games under the Puzzle Bobble anner (also known as Bust-A-Move). Cashing in
on the success of Tetris, Puzzle Bobble saw the player controlling a 'bubble launcher' at the
bottom of the screen, notionally operated by Bub, firing brightly coloured bubbles containing
some of the adversaries from the original game into an existing arrangement at the top of the
screen. Combining three or more bubbles of the same colour caused the chain to pop and
clearing them all from a level sent you on to the next puzzle. As if the seemingly endless series
of Puzzle Bobble games weren't enough, our heroes also appeared in a similar game called
Pop'n Pop (1997) as playable characters alongside such luminaries as Tiki the Kiwi (from New
Zealand Story) and our old friend Chack'n.
At this point it's probably worth mentioning two little-known entries in the series, one official and
one less so. A spin-off from Rainbow Islands called Putty's Party appeared on Bandai's ill-fated
Wonderswan handheld in 2000, a decision that is utterly baffling - a game featuring rainbows
developed for a monochrome system! The gameplay is effectively the same as the original,
albeit on a four-way scrolling playfield, and music from both Bubble Bobble and Rainbow
Islands is present, but as it doesn't actually feature Bub or Bob it is a somewhat tenuous link to
the series. The second offering is a rare unofficial Taiwanese release for the SEGA Megadrive
called Super Bubble Bobble MD. The gameplay is pretty close to the classic format and the
raphics are nicely done for a bootleg game, although the enemies are a selection of generic
creatures rather than the usual characters, but in a style typical of these bootleg games, the
quality is rather hit and miss and Japanese cartoon favourites, Doraemon and Crayon
Shin-Chan, are bizarrely added as playable characters. Since this was an unlicensed release it
shouldn't be regarded as anything more than an interesting curio, if you can even find a copy.
Bubble Blaggers
With the worldwide success of the original game, it was no surprise to find other game
developers churning out an almost endless supply of cutesy, two-player, clear-the-enemies-toprogress platform games, each hoping to create their own icons to rival Bub and Bob. Toaplan's
Snow Bros hit the arcades in 1990 and featured a pair of slightly demonic-looking snowmen
called Nick and Tom dispatching enemies by throwing snowballs at them. Along similar lines is
Diet Go Go (Data East, 1992) which sees the two characters throwing food at their enemies in
order to fatten them up for the kill, while Nightmare in the Dark for the Neo Geo MVS (2000)
transplants the same gameplay mechanics to a gothic horror setting wherein your cloaked
wizard character throws fireballs at zombies, skeletons and the like.
Rod-Land (1990) told the story of
two fairies, possibly inspired by
The Fairyland Story's Ptolemy,
armed with magical rods to fight
against enemies so cute it almost
seems cruel to destroy them.
Jaleco's game introduced some
variety by replacing the player's
ability to jump with a portable
ladder that could be used to
negotiate the platforms. Possibly
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the most unique take on what was becoming a well-worn theme is Saboten Bombers (Tecmo, 1992) which features two
mutated cactii as the heroes, tasked with clearing levels of other mutated household items. The twist is that unlike most
games of this ilk, the enemies aren't fatal tothe touch although many do fire at you. The player's weapons are bombs that
can be thrown at the bad guys, but these can also harm the player's character so an extra layer of strategy is required. With
some lovely animation of the quirky sprites, Saboten Bombers is certainly one of the more notable clones. A less impressive
offering was from Taito, who decided to ride their own coat tails with Don Doko Don (1989) featuring hammer-wielding
dwarves bashing a selection of unremarkable enemies in similarly lackluster scenery.Clones weren't isolated to just the

arcades, with all manner of home systems also having their own derivatives. Kaneko combined influences from
Bubble Bobble, Don Doko Don and Universal's 1980 arcade game Space Panic with the release of Wani Wani World
(1992), a Japanese exclusive for Sega's Megadrive. The gameplay revolves around two dinosaurs that look for all the
world like Bub and Bob's angry cousins, armed with giant hammers. Rather than bash their enemies, they must use
the hammers to break holes in the platforms. Once an adversary falls into the hole they can quickly fill the hole in to
kill their foe and collect the usual fruit and power-ups. Another Japan-only release was NEC's Chip Chan Kick; a 1996
offering for the PC-FX is one of the few games on the system that can be enjoyed by Western audiences. The
protagonists in this game are cute little Japanese girls armed with something that looks like a relative of the
goggle-eyed beans from Puyo Puyo, which they use to dispatch enemies such as walking road signs and vending
machines. While not adding anything new to the genre, the graphics are colorful and very well animated, with Anime
cut scenes enhancing the experience in a typically bizarre Japanese way.
Back on this side of the world there were several Bubble Bobble inspired games released for the Commodore 64.
Blobber (1989) was a pretty blatant copy using a very similar graphical style. The only notable difference in gameplay
was when enemies had been captured and popped, they would turn into items, that turn back into enemies if not
collected quickly enough. This makes the game much more difficult and the poor level design doesn't help matters. If
you want to check it out then be aware Blobber is rather hard to come by, having only been released on a magazine
cover disk in Germany, so emulation is your best bet. Other C64games included Mad
Springs, a 1991offering that appears to poach both graphics and level designs from
Blobber, and Protovison's Ice Guys (1997), a top notch homebrew game bearing closer
resemblance to Snow Bros. Meanwhile on the Amiga there was Super Methane Brothers,
which saw your character spraying enemies with gas to turn them into the usual fruit
and bonus items. The quality of clones across all systems was pretty high in genera
l and most have their merits, but very few build substantially on the gameplay concepts
established by their iconic inspiration.
The bubble that won’t burst
Taito was bought out by Square Enix in 2005 and since then yet more games
hav been released to continue the legacy of Bubble Bobble to this day.
Nintendo's DS handheld has played host to Bubble Bobble Revolution
(2005) which is a pretty poor entry in the series that complicates the gameplay
through a combination of cruelly-designed levels and nasty graphics bringing
back horrible thoughts of Bubble Memories. The game's only saving graces are
some enjoyable touch-screen minigames and the inclusion of the arcade original.
Also on the DS is Bubble Bobble Double Shot, a far better effort allowing you to
switch between three characters who each blow bubbles of a different colour that
must be used to capture monsters with the corresponding colour designation.
And lest we forget, the DS also has Rainbow Islands Revolution. Sony got itsown
portable spin-off in the form of Bubble Bobble Evolution (2006) on the PSP,
which bizarrely puts the human Buband Bob into dinosaur suits resembling their
alternate selves and arms them with bubble-blowing guns!

Thanks to Nintendo's WiiWare service and XBOXLive
Arcade, we have Rainbow Islands Towering Adventure.
More significantly we have Bubble Bobble Plus,
which takes the series back to it's roots with
hundreds of levels of classic gameplay, while
adding online leaderboards and the possibility
of four simultaneous players!
So nearly 25 years on, the legacy of Bubble Bobble
continues with no sign of abating, and long may
it continue! But despite the many sequels, spin-offs
and clones, there's one thing that the majority of
gamers will agree on - the original is and probably
always will be the best. Now that's enough reading go and take another journey into the cave
of monsters... Good luck! (MC)
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Collectable Curios
Compared to franchises like Mario, Sonic and
Pac-Man, there aren't a great number of
notable collectable items for Bubble Bobble fans
outside of the games themselves, which
admittedly do span a vast range of systems.
However a determined collector can dig up
some interesting goodies...

Top Score Tips
Bubble Bobble is a game filled with secrets and clever gameplay mechanics
aimed at helping achieve big scores. Here are five suggestions to help you get
to the top of the high score table...
1. Do the Multi Monster Mash
One of the few scoring mechanics not hidden, is the fact that grouping multiple
'bubbled' enemies and bursting them all together yields bigger bonuses. The
benefits of bursting two or more enemies at once are threefold: the score
earned at the time of popping is increased; the more enemies you burst at
once, the better points value the resulting fruit awards -500 points for the first,
1000 for the second, 2000 for the third and so on; and finally if you eliminate
multiple enemies on one level, you'll get bonus EXTEND bubbles on the next.
2. It's Raining Fruit, Hallelujah!
Before you kill the last enemy on screen, blow as many bubbles as possible
because there are several tricks that result in every on-screen bubble being
turned into a piece of fruit worth 700 points when the last monster is popped.
This happens automatically on the first level and every level number divisible
by five thereafter, and also on any level where you collect a candy cane bonus
item, which also awards a giant bonus fruit that falls down the middle of the
screen at the end of the level. However, the 'bubbles to fruit' bonus can be
triggered on any level by ensuring when you kill the last enemy, the last three
digits of your score are divisible by 110, e.g. 110, 220, 330 and so on. If you're
playing a 2-player game, both players' scores must be this way. Pop bubbles
against a wall to increase your score by ten points at a time in order to set this
bonus up.
3. Be a Solo Pop Artist
As fun as the game is in 2-player mode, if you really want to rack up huge
scores then it is far better to play alone to give yourself the opportunity to exert
full control over the game environment and maximise all bonuses. That is
unless you can get a selfless second player to help you set everything up but
let you collect all the high-scoring items!

LCD Game
Released exclusively in Japan by Epoch in
2005, this compact LCD game popsup on Ebay
occasionally and generally costs around £15.

Dot-Pin Puzzles
Part of a range that also includes Namco and
Nintendo characters, these Japanese Dot-Pin
toys make neat little ornaments for your game
room. Both Bub and Bob versions are available,
although they are no longer produced so are
increasingly hard to find.

4. Precisely Random
On the surface it would appear bonuses in the game are awarded on a random
basis, but the reality is that the appearance of almost every item can be
controlled. For example, falling through the bottom of the screen 15 or more
times will earn you a 'bonus flask' on the following level, jumping 51 times will
earn a yellow sweet power up (rapid fire bubbles) and items can even be
unlocked by allowing the 'Hurry Up' message to appear multiple times!
5. Stayin' Alive
It's a fairly obvious statement, but the most important thing to do in order to
achieve really big scores is to make sure you don't die! If you reach level 20
without losing a life then a secret door is displayed, giving you access to
dozens of high-scoring diamonds. Similar doors are available on levels 30, 40
and 50, the latter warping you to level 70, so it is essential to take your time
with each level and get as far as you can without dying. A methodical approach
following the above tips and ensuring you stay safe should easily result in
scores in excess of a million points!
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Plush Bub
Lacking any kind of tags, this may not even be
an official offering. The silky, bean-filled toy
stands about ten inches tall and based on the
pastel colours, was probably produced around
the time that the Gameboy Advance 'Old & New'
game was released.

X68000 Game
One of the rarer games to get hold of and this
version for the Japanese X68000 computer
features some unique artwork, portraying the
main characters in an unusual 3D style.
Curiously the back cover doesn’t show any
actual in-game images, instead choosing to
display five shots of the ‘how to play’ screen!
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Originally programmed for the Amiga 500 and
Atari ST in 1990 and for PC DOS and Macintosh
in 1991, Another World creator Eric Chahi,
delivered one of the most cinematic
experiences ever to grace the small screen.

From the jaw-dropping intro sequence, boasting over-the-top vector graphics and camera play closer to the seventh art than a modest
video game, the plot ensures suspense, intrigue and far more questions than answers. Thepremise of being teleported to another
world by strange electrical interference during particle acceleration experiments is pure B-movie fare, but this only adds to the wonder
of a truly groundbreaking title.
When you first arrive in the cursed world, Lester appears in the middle of a giant green pool. Massive tentacle-like arms are reaching
out to grab him, which undoubtedly they will as most players are still in awe of the amazing introduction, not realising they already
have total control of the character.
As soon as you manage to flee the tentacles, a dim and unwelcoming world greets you. A rocky place filled with quaint creatures and a
big black fanged beast that preys upon poor Lester, forcing him to run and escape, but only until he meets a race of tough-looking
humanoid creatures that enslave him.
Could it be just a dream? As Lester opens his eyes after the not-so-pleasant capture, he finds himself in a cage with Woody, a rogue
alien creature who supports him in his quest for freedom as if he was Lester’s best friend. But this odd relationship isn’t apparent
immediately. A sense of urgency thrives as somehow you manage to escape the hanging cage, find yourself a laser gun and start
running like a madman from the hordes of relentless persecutors that won’t stop until your body is burned to ashes by their powerful
weapons.
Cooperation is the key to surviving this never land and much puzzle-solving is required to further advance the game, using Woody to his
fullest. However, experimentation is even more important! From discovering how to create the indispensable energy shields (protecting
Lester from the enemy shoot-out), to one of the craziest events in the game where Lester finds himself inside an alien tank-like vehicle
(requiring him to press all the buttons available without knowing what the hell is going on!), Another World truly lives up to the name.

Although only a relatively minor commercial success (like most of the best games of
yore), Another World resolutely sets a precedent for future masterpieces like Flashback
and even ICO as its designer Fumito Ueda declared. A brilliant game with the ability to
blend action and excitement with as deep and engaging a story as any of the point and
click adventures of the time. Even more astounding is the depth of the game was
achieved with virtually no use of text and no on screen score or game information. Eric
Chahi wanted the game to feel less like a game and more like an experience. He
achieved his wish!
Mixed feelings poured from my heart when the final scenes of the game were played
out so many years ago. No other video game or movie had moved me in such a way,
scratching both sadness and happiness at the same time. The final song, brilliantly
composed by Jean-François Freitas, stirred emotions of compassion, friendship and
hope while continuing to be decisively sorrowful. Witnessing Lester and his brute-like
alien friend Woody mount the black dragon as they fled the hell-on-earth the other
world had become, was not only heart-warming but still stands today as one of the
videogame endings of all time. (GA)
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When the spaceliner Arcadia crashes in a
planetary system unknown to man, a very
strange hero steps up to lead the surviving
passengers in a quest for their safe return to
Earth – Cross: computer, virus, man…

Over a quarter of a century after it was first
serialised in CRASH and ZZAP!64 magazines,
the epic tale of The Terminal Man now
returns, collected in this exclusive, digitally
restored edition.

A one-off opportunity to get the full twelve
episodes of Oliver Frey’s comic-strip
masterpiece, bound into a 52-page book.
Only available online from:

www.oliverfreyart.com

The Exclusive Collectors’ Edition (signed)
£18.95 inclusive of P+P*
* UK price; international charges on the website
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The Strike series of games helped put the Megadrive on the map as it pulled in a slightly more serious crowd than those so
enamoured with a certain blue hedgehog. These days, creator Mr. Mike Posehn is writing software for Canon Digital Cameras
but R3PLAY's Graeme Mason recently caught up with Mike for an exclusive chat about the legendary Desert Strike and it’s
sequels, Jungle and Urban…
It is the summer of 1992. The Gulf war is still a painful memory for many, the fires of Kuwait still burn and the evocative images of
camera-guided missiles streaking across the desert remain. At home in the UK, the Conservatives secure another five years in power
thanks to a surprising election result and in the world of videogaming SEGA’s newest console, the Megadrive, has had a successful
launch but is still in need of top quality games to compete with the mighty Nintendo and it’s Super Entertainment System.
Enter Electronic Arts. Already a huge software company, they were embracing the gaming scene rapidly with their
ubiquitous sports titles just around the corner. 1993 would see the FIFA series unleashed upon the world, firmly
establishing EA as a major power in the world of videogames; back in 1992 however, an entirely different type of game was on the
horizon. With no license behind it and an original (even groundbreaking) design template, Desert Strike was released to a wave of
publicity and hype that for once did not disappoint.
Before we start on Desert Strike, can you please tell us a bit about your programming history?
“Sure. I was fresh out of university in the seventies with a PhD in engineering and was working at Lawrence Livermore, a
government nuclear weapons laboratory in California. I bought one of the first personal computers, a Sol 20, and actually just
began writing software, for fun mainly.”
What about your first commercial software experiences?
“I wrote a few productivity programs for the CP/M operating system and sold them via mail order. One of them was Milestone,
the first project management software for personal computers, which was very successful and enabled
me to quit my job at the lab and become an independent software author.”
What happened next?
“I hired a few people and we developed the first PIM (Personal Information Manager) which gained the interest of Electronic
Arts. At that time they were a small private company in search of products so they bought my company in 1984 and released
the PIM – under the title of Get Organized! – but unfortunately it did not meet their expectations so my team and I got fired.”
Ah, so not the greatest of starts then. Presumably your next project for them was more successful?
“Yes, at that time the Amiga computer was being developed, so Tom Casey (one of my original employees before EA) and I
wrote Deluxe Video which Electronic Arts published. It was a good title for them and they made a lot of money on it.”
When did you decide you might want to get involved in videogames and what influenced you in this direction?
“I started in productivity software and moved into creativity. Then I took a stab at entertainment and began work on a flight
simulator for EA, which was ok but a little dry and boring. Trip Hawkins (Electronic Arts’ founder and CEO) asked me to take a
look at the game Choplifter and produce something along those lines.”
Why Choplifter?
“We both liked several of the game elements, such as the way you could rescue the little guys with your helicopter. I started
work on Desert Strike in 1989 and worked on the technology for about a year, influenced by the Matchbox toys from when I
was a kid and the isometric point-of-view which I much preferred.”
Desert Strike was quite unlike most other console games upon it’s release thanks to an open nature that allowed the player an
unprecedented level of freedom. What inspired you to design the game this way, and was there any resistance to the non-linear
approach?
“To be honest, I had never been a game player and therefore wasn’t constrained by the linear nature of most game play - I just
though it was more natural to be able to roam freely through a world. This was heresy at Electronic Arts and I fought many
battles with other producers. However, Stewart Bonn, my producer, stuck with me and we got it
approved.”
In another revolutionary step, the helicopter is controlled by the player in the 1st person, despite it's third person view.
Why did you feel this was better and was it universally approved of?
“I just hated third person control! People at EA thought gamers would
never be able to use first person controls with a third person POV.
I disagreed. I won.”
Indeed, and it seems bizarre now that anyone could object to such an intuitive
control method. How much were youinvolved in the actual level design?
“I admit I was never one for level design. I credit John Manley, my assistant
producer with that as he had a great imagination. I would come up with
ideas for the mini-missions and technical things that I thought I could do,
and he would stitch them together into a reasonable mission scenario.”
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“I admit I was never one for level design. I credit John Manley, my assistant producer with that as he had a great
imagination. I would come up with ideas for the mini-missions and technical things that I thought I could do, and he
would stitch them together into a reasonable mission scenario.”
Despite the open nature, you obviously still needed certain objectives. How did you compromise these two necessities?
“I wanted to preserve the freedom so I came up with the idea of using SNAFU’s, an acronym I’ve always liked [note:
SNAFU stands for Situation Normal: All Fouled Up, although a less polite version is more common!]. In the course of
your wandering, if you did something wrong, it would be like a SNAFU that prevented you from finishing the mission.
So rather than leading you through a linear order, you flew around the world and learned via SNAFU what things you
had to do in advance.”
How hard was it squeezing the game into a Megadrive cart?
“I think I had seven bytes of free memory on that first cart! A lot of my time was spent creating custom compression
algorithms for each type of game data. It was painful.”
On release, Desert Strike caused quite a stir due to the recent Gulf War and the supposed jingoism that many observers felt ran
through the game. Were you conscious of this at any time during development?
“During the development it was actually Beirut in Lebanon that was making the news in the Middle East. In fact, the
code name for the game was Beirut Breakout during this time. Of course, we all knew a bit about Saddam Hussein, so
Iraq was on our minds too, but the Gulf War itself was just a coincidence.”
The 3D models are excellent in all of the games. How did you go about creating them?
“Tim Calvin, my best friend and a retired dentist, did the models. I built a Revell plastic
model Apache helicopter and he made the 3D model. They were initially highly detailed
models that were then scrunched down into those small sprite images. I loved that little
Apache and still think it looks pretty cool.”
Talking of the models, another facet that always impresses is the physics involved, especially
with the Apache itself. Was this a key element for you?
“Yes, and this is where my math background came in handy. The physics were based on
second-order differential equations. It was crucial to get them right to make the game believable.”
Did the development run smoothly on the games?
“No, it was always going wrong. I worked a total of two years on Desert Strike, basically seven days a week, no vacations. I had to build small test worlds for each basic interaction and bug fixing was a chore. It took too much time to
play the game to find and fix a bug: I had to replicate each bug in a small special purpose world in order to get a quickly
repeatable test case. Jungle Strike took half the time and I liked the look of it much better.”
What was the trickiest thing you had to work around?
“Without a doubt, the obstacle collisions! Collisions with buildings in an isometric view is hard to compute as getting
the z-order (the depth or third dimension) right is very tricky.”
Were there any areas of Desert Strike you felt could have been improved?
“Not really, although the graphics could have been a bit better. The Jungle Strike cart was twice as big and the
graphics were much smoother.”
Urban Strike followed the Jungle template with varied missions and maps, as well as some controversial on-foot sections. Were
you happy with the way these levels worked?
“I didn’t like the on-foot parts, nor did I like the stealth fighter. I just didn’t feel they fitted in well with the ethos of the
original game.”
Were you involved at all with the Playstation sequels, Soviet and Nuclear Strike and what are your thoughts on them?
“I was involved for about one year. Electronic Arts took the team approach to those games and I work best on my own.
To be fair, those games were too complex for one guy to code, yet I think EA lost what made the early games great.”
Be honest now, was the peeing dog joke right at the end of Desert Strike your idea?
“No! John Manley deserves all the credit for that one. However, I did have to write special purpose code to play those
cinematics which was not my favourite thing to do...”
Finally, which is your personal favourite of the three Megadrive games, and also your favourite level?
“Jungle, no question about it, and my favourite level was the Night Mission from that game.”
R3PLAY would like to thank Mike for taking time out to talk to us and for a truly superb series of games. (GM)
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Desert Strike: Return to the Gulf
Released: 1992
Formats: Sega Megadrive, Super Nintendo Entertainment System, Nintendo Gameboy, SEGA
Master System, SEGA Game Gear, Commodore Amiga, IBM PC, Apple Mac, Atari Lynx and
(eventually) Nintendo Gameboy Advance and Sony PSP.
The first in the series was a massive hit for Electronic Arts (their biggest at the time), and resulted in the
game being ported to most formats of the day. Set unsurprisingly in the Middle East, Desert Strike was a
muscular shooter that combined tactical play with an open map, encouraging the player to wander off and
discover hidden elements at any time during the missions. It contained four levels each set at a different
time of day, and within each level were several objectives requiring completion. These ranged from
destroying enemy installations to rescuing POW’s and civilians. The game pioneered the use of SNAFU’s
that guided the player to completing certain objectives in a specific order; failure to do so often resulted in
the foreboding “Return to Base!” message. Amazingly, Desert Strike was ported to the Nintendo GBA as
late as 2002 and even made it onto the PSP as part of a SEGA Compilation in 2006. The Megadrive
version, however, remains the best way to experience this classic shooter - preferably with a six-button
pad.
Jungle Strike
Released: 1994
Formats: SEGA Megadrive, Commodore Amiga, CD32, IBM PC, Nintendo Gameboy, Super Nintendo
Entertainment System
Expanding massively on the original, the main changes for the sequel were the different vehicles the player
could now control and the varied scenarios. Whilst the chopper remained the primary mode of
transportation/destruction, you could now merrily blast away on a motorbike, travel across water and land
alike in the hovercraft and deal death with the powerful, yet fragile Stealth Bomber. The levels also offered
greater scope, with missions over Washington, Hawaii, a snow-covered mountain range and, of course, the
eponymous Jungle as well as a devious night mission that was thrown in for good measure. Although not
as nostalgically popular as it's predecessor, Jungle Strike remains an eminently superior sequel and was
another massive hit for EA.
Urban Strike
Released: 1996
Formats: SEGA Megadrive, Super Nintendo Entertainment System, SEGA Game Gear, Nintendo Gameboy
Another day, another mad dictator, only this one is threatening the USA directly with a mysterious laser
weapon. As was expected after the success of Jungle Strike, a huge range of scenarios were presented
from a foggy San Francisco to a pre-9/11 New York, complete with an attack on the Twin Towers that
freakishly also occurs in the year 2001 in the game. Urban also featured several on-foot levels as well as
more vehicles for you to commandeer. It was not as successful as the two previous games, but was still an
excellent title, and a fitting end to the series on the 16-bits.
Soviet Strike
Released: 1996
Formats: Sony Playstation, SEGA Saturn
With Mike Posehn’s involvement now drastically reduced - although John Manley was still involved with the
design along with Michael Becker - Electronic Arts opted for a group-based approach to game development
and Soviet Strike added more background information (you were now part of a global covert “Strike” team
battling against the enemies of freedom) whilst also changing the viewpoint: instead of the roving camera
of the original games, the player now sat just above and behind the helicopter as the landscape rotated.
Many elements from the original games were included such as fuel and ammo crates, the pause/status
screen and landing zones to drop off passengers for which you are rewarded with valuable armour points.
Also present were the three types of weapon from the first three games (Hellfire missiles, Hydra Rockets
and chain gun) and there were additional “Wingtip” weapons in the form of Sidewinder missiles, fuel drop
pods and chaffs bombs to counter enemy attacks. And with this being the onset of the CD era of gaming,
cinematics were included for the first time with General Earle giving you the orders directly and the
mysterious Shadowman, your nemesis. However, in a surprising move, you only got to control the Apache
in Soviet Strike.
Nuclear Strike
Released: 1997
Formats: Sony Playstation, Nintendo 64, IBM PC, PSN, PSP
Nuclear Strike offered considerably more to the previous game with multiple vehicles (another dozen!), the
ability to command ground troops, a HUD that identified objects for you, new characters, a compass that
handily directed you to your next task and a useful targeting box. Like Soviet, the backdrop was
perfunctory: another terrorist threatening world peace with a stolen nuclear missile. Nuclear Strike welded
in a clunky plot of political intrigue but the action was similar to all the games: shoot, shoot and shoot
again!
Soviet and Nuclear Strike were fun games; the graphics were obviously improved, but with the addition of
laborious cut-scenes and the change of view, they moved away considerably from the Megadrive originals
and at the time were somewhat lost under the mass of the nascent First Person Shooter genre despite
being solidly received in the press.
Future Strike: The Strike that wasn’t
Released: Never
The conclusion of Nuclear Strike offered a tantalising glimpse of what was to be the next game in the
series: Future Strike. Taking charge of a robotic soldier reminiscent of many a Mech game, early in 1998
the suits at Electronic Arts decided to begin a new franchise rather than continue with the iconic series.
Future Cop LAPD was born, but the reason for the change of heart at EA HQ remains a mystery.
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There are times in life when you are given a rude awakening that you
have been overdoing things. Just like the epiphany when you see a cow
grazing in a field suddenly dissolve into succulent sirloin steak and you
realise that maybe you are overdoing the grub a little, the same sometimes
happens in gaming.
I went through a phase a few years back after a particularly long period of
playing Final Fantasy VII, where every piece of music I heard on the radio
(be it rock, pop, classical or even gospel) reminded me of a track in the
game and I wasconvinced that each artist must have heard the
soundtrack and either consciously or subconsciously paid tribute to it. I had a
similar such realisation recently after a nostalgic weekend
of playing my all time favourite game, Deathchase.
This 16k ZX Spectrum game, written by Mervyn J. Estcourt and
released on the MicroMega label back in 1983 was to all intents and
purposes a first person representation of the speeder bike scenes from
Return of the Jedi.
Controlling a motorbike rider, the player simply had to weave in and
out of a tree filled forest, shooting enemy tanks, bikes and
helicopters. Shoot down two bikers and the day would end and you
move onto the night shift. Complete the night and you move on to the
next day. Complete 8 days and the game loops back to the
beginning and you start all over again. Simple.

This simplicity made Deathchase an absolute joy to play, but it can also lead to almost hypnotic states of mind as you dodge tree after tree
with telepathic reflexes and for skilled players the game can become more of a stamina test than a game of skill due to its difficulty level
resetting each time you complete the 8th day and night.
So after a particularly long session I decided to switch off my trusty Spectrum and turn my hand to more modern gaming fare. Unfortunately
though, Deathchase would not leave my mind and I started to find myself playing my current-gen game not necessarily in the way it was
intended, but as an impromptu Deathchase clone!

Red Dead Redemption is an epic game that has more than enough variety and action to keep any gamer going for hours. It is narrative led for
those who wish to follow its story mode, but for those with a little more imagination, its open world environment offers more creative
opportunities than many of the commercial game designer programmes available today.
So when I mounted my trusty steed, without thinking, I headed off into the
Tall Trees area of the game map and found myself galloping through the
forests, taking pot shots at wolves, deer or rabbits. I was so engrossed with
this high-speed chase of death that I even got to witness the change from day
to night that was so integral to the MicroMega game from the early eighties.
Whether Rockstar North were inspired by, or have even ever heard of
Deathchase is highly debatable, but in my romantic mind these games,
though as different as different as a horse is to a motorbike, are now forever
entwined.
One thing is for certain though, whether it is a Palomino or a steel horse you ride, the game mechanics that Mervyn J. Estcourt came up with
nearly 30 years ago are just as fun and relevant today as they were back in the heyday of Sir Clive's wonderful box of tricks. (GS)
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The history of pinball can be traced right back to the 18th
century, though it didn’t reach the peak of its popularity until the
1970s and 80’s. However it was at this point the videogame explosion
all but killed off the pinball phenomenon. Ironically however, the
entertainment medium that saw it's demise would soon be helping
to resurrect it…
For almost as long as there have been videogames, there have been pinball
videogames. Many tried their best to accurately mimic the pintables seen in
the arcades, with varying degrees of success. But that didn't necessarily
make them entertaining; with their creators seemingly forgetting they were
no longer limited by the restrictions of physical pintables. However, one
developer, Naxat Soft, was about to change all that.
In 1988, Naxat unveiled their first game. Perhaps the first pinball videogame
thatactually tried to do something a bit different with the genre, Alien Crush
for the NEC PC Engine, was a game that was not only true to the pinball
spirit, but one that would be completely impossible for an actual pintable to
replicate.
Its table, you see, is viewed from an overhead perspective, across two
flip-screens, and is awash with alien creatures and devices. They were not
confined to set tracks edge
either; some freelypatrol the table itself! The Giger-esque design of the table
was a masterstroke and included pretty much direct copies of his creations
from the Aliens film among other things. Pinging the ball around the table
destroys many of the creatures and can help you amass all sorts of bonuses
(including earning access to bonus mini-tables). It was a revelation and
whilst only available to a limited audience, was nonetheless a smash hit.
Naxat didn’t rest on their laurels; they quickly followed it up with a great
sequel, Devil’s Crush, again for the PC Engine. As you might guess from
the title, the theme this time was the occult, with the table playing host to
sorcerers, mutants, dragons, and all manner of demonic creatures!
Featuring a bigger scrolling table this time, packed with even more features
and bonus tables, it was a huge success, especially when converted to the
Megadrive under the title, Dragon’s Fury. Some were apparently offended
by the liberal inclusion of satanic imagery, but even the game’s biggest
detractors surely couldn't argue against the supreme game-play it offered.
Featuring flawless ball physics, fantastically atmospheric graphics,
authentic sound effects, and a kick-ass rocking soundtrack, Devil’s Crush
expanded and exceed Alien Crush in every way possible.
In a curious addition to the series, the Western distributor for Dragon’s
Fury, Tengen, took it upon themselves to develop and publish an unofficial
sequel to the Megadrive classic. It was the first game with no input from
Naxat and it showed. Retaining the medieval look of its prequel, Dragon’s
Revenge had a strangely designed table and crucially, the ball physics just
don’t feel right. Still, it wasn’t a terrible entry in the series and just fell victim
to having prequels of such high quality.
For most, the Crush series ended there. However, unknown to many fans,
Naxat had their own sequel to Devil’s Crush in mind and to release it, they
jumped ship to Nintendo. The little known Jaki Crush was a Super Famicom
exclusive, unavailable outside Japan. This time it was based on the
mythology around Japanese ogres, or demons called Jakis. The table
design felt a little disjointed at times but overall it was a fine return to form for
the series and featured the most outrageous bonus tables yet!
The four ‘Crush’ games were released in a fairly short space of time; a mere
four years spans the release of the first to the last. But it would be sixteen
long years before fans would get another helping of pinball action, Crush
style. The advent of download services on the current generation of
consoles meant that developers were able to offer smaller games not
deemed worthy of a full, disc-based commercial release, and it is here, on
the Nintendo Wii that the Crush series would make its triumphant return.
Alien Crush Returns did a great job of taking the series into the third
dimension and included some of the most grotesque graphics yet. Naxat
Soft, for all intents and purposes no longer exist, so this series revival is not
by their hand, but it remains loyal to their original vision and potentially
promises a bright future for the series as fans pray to their demon of choice
for Devil’s Crush Returns! (SL)
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Welcome to R3PLAY (pronounced “Replay”), a brand new show celebrating four decades of gaming history. Presented
in association with Retro Gamer and gamesTM magazines and with the support of Console Passion, this unique event
offers gamers of all ages the chance to experience gaming
systems from the 1970s to present day.
The Norbreck Castle Exhibition Centre is a fantastic venue and the expo also
coincides with the final weekend of this year’s famous Blackpool Illuminations,
making sure everyone's weekend goes off with a bang!
More than 300 systems are on offer, comprising the finest possible selection of
consoles, coin-ops and computers from all over the globe - with all machines set to
free-play! Visitors have the opportunity to take part in prize gaming competitions,
listen to Q&A sessions with guest speakers, view galleries of video game artwork,
win fantastic raffle prizes and much more!
Visitors are also able to purchase games, systems, accessories and memorabilia
from a number of specialist seller stands. The R3PLAY Expo is a fantastic social networking environment for gamers and a
perfect location for casual play as well as intense competition.
R3PLAY is dedicated to the celebration and preservation of the “3 C’s”:
•
•
•

CONSOLES: Ranging from the humble Atari 2600, through the SEGA vs Nintendo console wars of the1990s, to the
all-conquering behemoths that are the PS3, Xbox 360 and Nintendo Wii. Showcasing video game consoles from all
corners of the world and allowing visitors to play on rare and obscure machines they may never see again!
COIN-OPS: Arcade and Pinball Machines have captured the nation’s imagination since the first mass-produced classics
of the 70s and 80s. R3PLAY not only looks at the retro classics, but thanks to the support of leading arcade
communities, has plenty on offer for the new generation of arcade gamers too.
COMPUTERS: The UK was a world leader in 80s computing and R3PLAY celebrates the diverse history of Acorn,
Amstrad and Sinclair, as well as their international competitors such as Commodore and Atari. Furthermore, fans of
PC-based gaming are able to enjoy the latest releases, in addition to classics such as the original network version of
Doom. The National Museum of Computing are also be on hand, raising awareness of computing history in the UK.

Organisers the Computing & Gaming Events Union (CGEU) have a great history of arranging a variety of classic
gaming shows, with members being responsible for Retro Reunited, Acorn World and Byte Back in 2009 alone.
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Let Battle Commence!
As well as a providing a great atmosphere to meet and play likeminded gamers, R3PLAY offers a fantastic opportunity to test
your gaming skills with lots of competitions and challenges throughout the weekend. Many of the tournament finals will be played
on the stage, so even if you are not able to battle through, you can still enjoy the fun!
To ensure that the combative side of the weekend is of the highest quality, we have enlisted the help of key competitive
communities to run some high profile competitions…
The European Console League (ECL) will be looking after you combat needs
with various prize tournaments on games like Halo Reach, Call of Duty and
Shadow Run. ECL will also be keeping sports fan entertained with FIFA 11
tournaments.
ECL is Europe's largest console event organiser with their premier event attracting more than 700 people from countries all over
Europe. The event was streamed live on the internet with more than 40,000 people watching at home. Held at the Echo Arena
in Liverpool from 30th July - 1st August 2010, it featured tournaments on Halo 3, Call of Duty 4, Gears of War, FIFA 10 and
Super Street Fighter 4, with a prize fund worth over £25,000!
For information about all future ECL tournaments and leagues as well as news on their pro teams and players, visit www.ECL.eu.
Fighting game fans are equally well catered for with Electronic Dojo running Super Street Fighter
4 tournaments on Saturday and Tekken 6 on Sunday. They will also run a number of 'casuals' on
games such as BlazBlue and Super Street Fighter 2 HD Remix.
Electronic Dojo are the West Midland’s leading fighting community and recently staged their
flagship event, VS Fighting, in Birmingham.
More information on Electronic Dojo and the UK fighting game scene can be found at www.electronicdojo.co.uk
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TRADERS
6 - WHO Blackpool (Sci Fi)
8 - RetroGT (Gaming Apparel)
9 - Console Passion
(Videogames & Systems)
24 - Turnarcades (Custom
Arcade Cabinets)
25 - Surface Tension (Arcade
Coffee Tables)
27 - R3PLAY (Official
Merchandise)

GAMES
7 - Pinball Alley
10 - Projector Games
11 - Rock Band
15 - Dance Games
16 - Retro Computers
17 - Competition Zone
18 - Current Gen Gaming
19 - Retro Consoles
20 - Multiplayer Gaming
23 - Classic Arcade machines
26 - Japanese Arcade Machines

SHOWCASES
1 - Indie Gaming
4 - Ocean Software
13 - Kick Energy
22 - SEGA
28 - Guest Talks

GENERAL
2 - Press & Media Room
3 - Toilets
12 - Stage
21 - Bar
29 - Relaxation Zone

CHARITY
5 - The National Museum of
Computing
14 - Macmillan Cancer
Support
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Macmillan
Macmillan Cancer Support improves the lives of people affected by cancer. One in three of us will get cancer. We are
all affected by cancer. We can all help. We are Macmillan. As treatments improve, more and more people are living
with cancer in their daily lives. This means they need more than medical help, they also need practical, emotional and
financial support. We are a source of support, helping with all the things that people affected by cancer want and
need. It's not only patients who live with cancer, so we also help carers, families and communities . We guide people
through the system, supporting them every step of the way. We fund nurses and other specialist health care
professionals and build cancer care centres . But we give so much more than medical help.
People need practical support at home, so we provide anything from some precious time off for a carer, to a lift to
hospital. People need emotional support, so we listen, advise and share information though our cancer support
specialists , website and trained professionals . People need financial help to cope with the extra costs cancer can
bring, so we give benefits advice, and grants for anything from heating bills to travel costs. Together we listen, we
learn, we act to help people live with cancer.

The National Museum of Computing
Located at Bletchley Park, TNMOC is an independent charity, housing the largest collection of functional historic
computers in Europe. The Museum complements the Bletchley Park Trust's story of code-breaking up to the
Colossus and enables visitors to follow the development of computing from the ultra-secret pioneering efforts of
the 1940s through the mainframes of the 1960s and1970s, and the rise of personal computing in the 1980s.
New working exhibits are regularly unveiled and the public can view a rebuilt and fully operational Colossus (the
world's first electronic programmable computer), the restoration of the Harwell/WITCH computer, an ICL 2966
mainframe, and have hands-on access to many of the earliest desktops of the 1980s and 1990s in the PC Gallery.
The most recent major display is the much-talked-about ‘Technology of the Internet’ gallery. A fast-growing archive of
magazines, software and manuals is also open to researchers. In June 2010 TNMOC hosted the Vintage Computer
Festival, a much-acclaimed event that attracted visitors and exhibitors from throughout the UK and further afield.
Funders of the Museum include Bletchley Park Capital Partners, InsightSoftware.com, PGP Corporation, IBM,
NPL, HP Labs, BCS, Black Marble and the School of Computer Science at the University of Hertfordshire.
For opening times and more information see www.tnmoc.org or follow @tnmoc on Twitter.
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The missing piece of the puzzle?
The story of Tetris has been told many times, the lies, the intrigue and the backstabbing and
the KGB! But there is one part of the story which both official and unofficial accounts seem to
miss (or just get plain wrong).
Martin Beswick recalls his short career as an unpaid game tester as he tells the untold story
of the first ever commercial release of Tetris, by Mirrorsoft in 1985 for the Commodore 64.
The general perceived course of events that surround Tetris and its’s defection to the
west usually goes something like this:
June 1985 - Inspired by a pentominoes game he had bought, Alexey Pajitnov
creates Tetris on an Electronica 60 whilst working at Moscow’s Academy of Science
Computer Centre. It is ported to the IBM PC by Vadim Gerasimov and quickly starts
to spread around Moscow academic institutions...
July 1986 - The PC version makes its way to Budapest, Hungary, where it is ported
to the Apple II and Commodore 64 by Hungarian programmers. These versions
catch the eye of Robert Stein, president of the British software house Andromeda.
He plans to get the rights to the PC version from Pajitnov directly, and the other
versions from their Hungarian programmers. Even before Stein gets in touch with,
he sells the rights for Tetris to Mirrorsoft UK and its USA affiliate, Spectrum
Holobyte…
November 1986 - Stein wires a contract for the rights to Tetris to the Academy. Stein
then flies to Moscow to sign seal the deal. He returns empty-handed so makes a
plan to essentially steal Tetris and claim it was invented by the Hungarian
programmers…
However, the Commodore 64 version mentioned in many such recounts of the Tetris
story was in fact actually a CBM PET basic conversion and consisted of ASCII
graphics, no sound, no increasing difficulty, no ‘next tile’ box and only the most basic
of controls. It is this that was offered to Mirrorsoft from Andromeda.
At around the same time, a 16 year old bedroom programmer from Rochdale called
Philip Brabbin was trying to sell his home coded music generating programme to
Mirrorsoft. They had little interest in it a commercial product, but they recognised his
ability to code, so they gave him a copy of the basic language Tetris and asked him
to ‘jazz it up a little’ by adding sound and music so they could release it as a budget
title..
For the next few months he toiled away with the code, adding graphics and the all
important ‘next tile’ box, improving the playability and making the game
unrecognisable from the basic programme he was initially given. He recruited
friends and neighbours (including myself) and other contacts to play test and also to
create an original title screen and one of the best pieces of music ever heard on the
C64’s fantastic SID chip (created on the very music generating programme that
Mirrorsoft had turned down).
When playing C64 Tetris it is easy to see that this game is completely unique
amongst the masses of 'official' conversions, as that it completely avoids the use of
stereotypically Russian imagery. There is a very good reason for this as the game
was originally pitched to it's young programmer as Hungarian and there is very little
iconography to draw upon from the Magyar country. In fact the only Russian influence in the whole package was the
rather bland cover art work that Mirrorsoft added later. The game instead drew on futuristic imagery and it's stylised,
bleak background artwork compliments it's wonderfully brooding electronic soundtrack.Mirrorsoft were so pleased with
the end result that rather than the original budget release planned, they decided to release C64 Tetris as a £7.99 full
price game. In fact, they were so grateful to Phillip for his months of hard work to produce a top rating game that they
paid him on time and in full. Unfortunately, what Phillip did with his massive £50 fee hasn’t been recorded!
The game went on to receive excellent reviews, with Zzapp! 64 giving it their coveted Sizzler award and proclaiming it
“addictive, original and simply brilliant” heaping particular praise on it’s “exquisite 25 minute soundtrack”. The game sold
well and still features in many lists of the top C64 games.
Unfortunately for me though, hours and hours of after school time and weekends spent play-testing the game has
drained all of the fun from this and any of the myriad of Tetris clones out there. But I guess I am definitely in the minority
there! (MB)
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It is easy these days to take for granted a huge number of videogame genres and sub-genres, but casting
our minds back 20 or 30 years reveals a much more limited selection.
Way back in 1974, Atari unveiled their brand new, state-of-the-art arcade machine called Gran Trak 10, a
single-player, against-the-clock race game viewed from above. It was the first arcade game to use a ROM
chip (albeit, a very primitive one), but equally importantly, it is also credited as being the first ever driving
game. Featuring a series of white dots representing the outline of a track on top of a black background, the
fancy new ROM chip also allowed some basic sprite graphics, such as your car and an onscreen score. As
you might imagine, by today’s standards it looks extremely primitive, but it laid the foundations for the
resulting genre and proved to be the catalyst for a deluge of clones.
Despite some attempts at introducing into-the-screen, faux-3D racing games such as Micronetics Night
Racer and Turbo by Sega, the technology wasn’t yet sufficient for games requiring this kind of graphical
power. So it was left to the 'top down racing' games to continue waving the flag for the time being. Whilst
some of the ‘Gran Trak 10’ clones were by Atari themselves (such as Gran Trak 20, a two-player version,
and Le Mans), other companies such as Kee Games, released several of their own variations (Formula K,
Twin Racer and ‘Indy 800’). Taito also got in on the act with Cisco 400. In addition, this period saw the
introduction of the seminal ‘Sprint’ series, with Sprints 1, 2, 4, and 8 (the number denoting the potential
number of simultaneous players), and in 1980 Namco offered a nice variation on the established games with
it's brightly-coloured Rally-X in which the player must drive around mazes collecting flags. Whilst remaining
primitive, and with earlier efforts featuring largely black and white graphics, these games laid the vital ground
work needed.
Fast forward a few years and arcades are now in their heyday. Midway had tapped into mankind’s more
aggressive instincts with the vehicular-combat game, Spy Hunter,(1983)…. And great fun it was too with
ongoing public roads replacing the circuit-based action seen so far, but that was the only release of note in a
genre that was already growing stagnant after its brief initial spurt. Into-the-screen driving games were back
on the agenda and were actually starting to look pretty realistic. People were beginning to forget about those
old black and white single-screen racers and the enjoyable but samey clones that followed. Could anyone
save the overhead racer? If anyone could it was good old Atari who introduced us to what was to become
one of their biggest hits of the era and possibly the biggest name in overhead racing games, Super Sprint.
This 1986 update of the old Sprint series featured three-player action and full-colour graphics! It’s simple,
precise controls, colourful graphics, ability to upgrade the cars, and the multi-player fun offered by its
sizeable cabinet were a big hit. It wasn't long before it received its own sequel in form of Championship
Sprint.
By now of course, computers were firmly established in many homes and it was here the majority of gamers
were to do the bulk of their gaming. Consequently it wasn’t long before games started to make the transition
too. Some software houses offered official conversions of the likes of Super Sprint. Others offered
sometimes-lower-quality but still enjoyable clones, such as budget publisher Codemasters with their Grand
Prix Simulator and license-master, Ocean, who got in on the act with their version of the popular TV show,
Run the Gauntlet (an entertaining multi-event game featuring boats, buggies, jet-skis, and more). A highlight
of this period however, was the first such offering from Rare. This was of course the much-loved RC-Pro Am,
initially a NES exclusive, which saw the player (for it was one-player only) take control of a radio-controlled
car and race it around small, isometrically-viewed courses with the added bonus of being able to blow-up
your opponents! It was a distinctive-looking and highly playable game that went on to huge success. So
much so in fact that before long, it received several sequels and remakes for other systems, including a
number of cheap clones aiming to cash in on its popularity, notably the inferior-but-still-not-bad RC Grand
Prix by Sega.
Many of these games were great fun to play in the home, but it was in the arcades where the genre was
born and its there they felt most natural. Indeed, it was here where two further notable releases upped the
ante as the decade drew to a close. Our violent tendencies again took centre stage in Atari’s Badlands, a
post-apocalyptic take on Super Sprint in which, not only do the cars have cannons strapped to their roofs,
but can also be equipped to fire missiles! Appearing around the same time was a game that did for the genre
what Super Sprint had done three years earlier.
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Sprint 40

5 Top Down Racers
you should not miss
Super Skidmarks - Megadrive
As was so often the case, this
was a tarted-up port of an
Amiga classic and it worked!
Providing varied gameplay, SS
allowed racing in various
vehicles (even cows!) and up to
four players could race at once.

Sprint 80

Neo Drift Out – Neo Geo
This arcade and NeoGeo title
was essentially viewed from a
‘helicopter cam’ and you would
often get little warning of
oncoming corners, but although
it became a bit of a memory
test, it was extremely addictive.

Sprint 20

Sprint 10

Super Sprint - Arcade
It may feature some very simple
courses that you race around
over and over again, but it
never loses its charm. Best
enjoyed with a couple of
friends, Super Sprint is a
timeless gem.
Supercars 2 - Amiga
Featuring larger, more
complex courses and more
opponents than earlier
examples of the genre, the
game would have been great
even without the combat
element it became best known
for.

Super Skidmarks

Micro Machines

Micro Machines 2 Turbo Tournament
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Micro Machines 2 Various
Few can deny the impact the
original Micro Machines had,
but its sequel went even
further and helped bring
multi-player gaming back to the
fore with its unique
J-Cart. With its
innovative courses, vehicles
and cast of wacky
characters (including TV
gaming guru Violet Berlin!), it’s
easy to see why many see it as
the pinnacle of the TDR genre.
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Super Off Road was to all intents and purposes the same game as Atari’s flag
bearer, but here the F1-style cars were replaced by 4x4 trucks, and the courses
featured all manner of bumps, ramps, potholes, and banked corners. The game was
also one of the first to be endorsed by a real-life practitioner of its digital represent
ation, in this case, Ivan “Ironman” Stewart’, a famous (in the US) off-road racer, who
was the driver of the white truck in the game. It was a huge hit thanks to the frantic
3-player action it offered and was predictably ported to near enough every home
system available at the time.
In fact, the success of Ivan Ironman Stewart’s Super Off Road Racing, to use its
Sunday name, can very likely claim responsibility for another sudden surge in
popularity of the genre leading to its peak in the late 80’s/early 90’s.
Among the games appearing around this time was Cobra Triangle, another offering
from Rare. Using an isometrically viewpoint, his single player game was something
of a departure for the genre. There was little actual racing involved here with the
emphasis instead on achieving set ‘mission objectives’ such as rescuing swimmers
or jumping waterfalls. It was notoriously tough but popular nonetheless. Also
released for the NES around this time was Galaxy 5000 by Activision. This was the
first such game to be set in space and saw races contested by four armed, futuristic
hovercraft type vehicles and was viewed from an angled overhead perspective.
Another debutant around this time was Super Cars by Magnetic Fields who would go
on to create the popular Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge trilogy. Released on most of
the systems of the time, it was most popular on the Atari ST and Amiga computers
and featured some inventive courses which included bridges and tunnels amongst
other features. There was also a shop from which various modifications and
power-ups could be purchased to make the cars of the title even more ‘super’,
including the apparently-now-standard inclusion of some sort of armament! Following
soon afterwards was its even-better sequel which remains a firm favourite with fans
of the genre to this day.

Bad Lands

Galaxy 5000

Motoroader was another more futuristic game, developed by Hudson Soft for the
PC Engine console. It was notable for having the potential for five simultaneous
players (via the Engine multi-tap) and used a zoomed-in view which only showed a
small portion of the track at once. Players that fell too far behind were shunted
forward as they disappeared off the screen in what must have been one of the first
instances of the ‘catch-up’ system made more famous by the all conquering game
we have been building up to…
Appearing among this influx of overhead racers was the one that can arguably claim
to be the most popular top-down racer of all-time. Yes that’s right – Micro
Machines had arrived! Formerly publishers of budget games on the home
computers, Codemasters had been trying to break into the console market for some
time and they finally achieved it with this stunning release. Initially developed for the
NES, Micro Machines was a highly imaginative game which saw you (and a friend)
racing a variety of the titular machines (such as jeeps, tanks, speedboats,
helicopters and cars), around courses fashioned from all manner of everyday
locations (pool table, breakfast table, the garden, a bath, and many others). It went
on to be a huge success for Codemasters and was eventually released for virtually
every system around, receiving many superb sequels right up to recent years. The
Sega Megadrive sequels, even came on special cartridges called ‘J-Carts’ which
had additional joypad ports built into them, allowing up to four players to race
simultaneously without the need to buy a multi-tap.

Cobra Triangle

The arrival of the 32-bit consoles with huge storage offered by their CD-ROM’s
finally saw actual 3D, into-the-screen driving games come of age and they proved to
be extremely popular. Gamers lapped them up and gradually forgot about the
overhead racers they’d previously enjoyed. Codemasters tried to combine the two
sub-genres with the Micro Machines V3 on the PlayStation, which used 3D graphics
and a mostly-overhead perspective, but the genre had all but died. Until, that is, the
current generation of consoles arrived with their various download services. Now,
some of our old favourites have been resurrected, and there are even a few new
titles springing up.
Although it is unlikely that Top Down Racers will ever again reach the heights they
previously did, they have a long and proud heritage as one of the first ever
videogame genres and that should never be forgotten. (SL)
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On the 26th June 2010, at the age of just 43, one of the brightest
lights in British gaming history went out. Many will not have known
the name of legendary programmer Jonathan “Joffa” Smith, famed
for his work on the ZX Spectrum in the mid to late 80s, but there
can be very few 8 bit gamers who are not aware of at least some
of his games.
Taking a look through his illustrious back catalogue provides many
highlights and some fine memories of the days when the Spectrum
was king of the UK gaming scene. His output, being largely
dominated by big name arcade conversions, was always polished,
technically impressive and, most importantly, fun experiences full
of idiosyncratic quirks and delightful gameplay tics.
The fact many of his games were arcade conversions, at a time
when arcades were head and shoulders above their home
counterparts boasting far superior sound and graphics, only
impresses more. Joffa’s ability to squeeze every last drop from a
measly 48k and still produce a faithful, playable conversion bringing
fun arcade experiences to the home, was nothing short of amazing.
Jonathan was no one trick pony. The breadth of genre he worked on included the joystick- waggling and
keyboard-destroying multi-event sports titles Daley Thompson’s Supertest and Hyper Sports; the famous
stab-em-up Green Beret (or Green Bert as it was affectionately called in the pages of Your Sinclair magazine); twee
high school romance game Mikie; and not forgetting the fantastic Firefly, which was developed under Joffa’s own
SpecialFX Software banner, from which Smith also produced the superb Batman The Caped Crusader. This was a
fine tribute to the DC comic strip rather than the cinematic outing that had recently hit the cinemas. He pioneered
the use of parallax scrolling on the Spectrum and even turned his hand to music, helping to create the wonderfully
catchy theme to Imagine's Ping Pong.
But perhaps Joffa’s finest hour came relatively early in his career in 1986. Few remember Sylvester Stallone’s
critical and financial action movie flop Cobra, so when Ocean announced they had secured the license of Cobra
from Warner Brothers, there was very little excitement from the gaming press. This however turned out to be a
gross misjudgement - for Cobra, the Spectrum game, was a magnificent effort. A multi-scrolling run and gunner
with echoes of Green Beret, Cobra had everything; compulsive gameplay, a strong sense of Joffa’s obscure and
mischievous humour (such as the prams that would temporarily stun Sly and the replacing of a fire button with a
“murder key”) and a finely tuned just-one-more-go factor. All of this combined to ensure Cobra was utterly addictive,
even after you had completed it’s admittedly slim three levels.
Latter years had taken their toll on Joffa and he never seemed to be fully at ease with the fandom bestowed upon
him. Following an infamous appearance at the Byte-Back Retro Gaming Show in March 2009, he returned to seek
solace in the safety of the internet, most notably at World of Spectrum, where he was known as “Frobush” and was
happy to chat freely about his past and present Spectrum projects (the last of which, Saucer, is allegedly complete
and will hopefully see the light of day sometime in the future). He had a great “internet personality”, knowledgeable
about all things computer-related, jovial and enthusiastically helpful to any budding Spectrum programmer who
requested the benefit of his sizeable knowledge and imagination.
Legend is a word used far too much, especially by nostalgic fanboys, but for Jonathan Smith it fits perfectly. He
was a true legend to those who played his magnificent games and to the lucky folks who got to know him. His early
loss is tragic for both his family and the Spectrum community.
There were Speccy Programmers. There were brilliant Speccy programmers.
Then there was Jonathan “Joffa” Smith. (GM)
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It is a sad fact that children of today will never experience the joy that video game arcades held in the 1980s. These were the
innocent days before Fruit Machines succeeded in their plot to rule the coin operated world, a time when fun was its own reward.
So sit down, buckle up and put on your rose-tinted spectacles as Gordon Sinclair dusts off the flux capacitor and goes back to the golden age of
gaming, to bring you a nostalgic look at six shining examples of arcade excellence…
Zaxxon
For the unenlightened, the boffins say that “isometric projection is a form of graphical
projection - more specifically, an axonometric projection. It is a method of visually
representing three-dimensional objects in two dimensions, in which the three axes of space
appear equally foreshortened”.
Why do we care? Because, in 1982 SEGA produced one of those quantum leaps in
gaming that is so rarely seen. By displaying games using an isometric viewpoint, it was
possible to build faux-3D worlds that gave the player an almost god's like view of what was
happening. Like the first moving picture or the first live TV broadcast, isometric games took
the arcade world into a new era and Zaxxon was the genesis of this new wave.
The game is a tough one with you controlling not only the direction, but also the altitude of
your brightly coloured paper aeroplane. With enemy ships, gun turrets, diminishing fuel
supply and various barriers blocking your way it would be understandable to slow down
and take stock of your surroundings. But any dawdling will only result in Zaxxon the android
sending a homing missile to gee you up and it is this urgency that causes the most lost lives
as you send your planes careering into walls through over exuberance.
The back-story is an age old tale: man creates robot, robot kills man, robot builds fortress,
robot takes over the world, plucky young underdog in underpowered spaceship tries to kill
robot. But the awe that you felt the first time you saw the Zaxxon cabinet, with its colourful
Lego style graphics and huge flight stick controller, gave you butterflies.
Zaxxon was also one of a range of videogames that SEGA and MB decided would make good
board game variants. They were wrong. You cannot replace an innovative and challenging
space shooter like Zaxxon with plastic and cardboard any more than you can replace the
internet with a cabbage and a squid.

Rally-X
After the worldwide phenomenon that was Pac Man, Namco found it difficult to
recreate anywhere near the level of success that our pill popping friend provided.
This is a pity, as this has meant that games such as Rally-X have been living under
that sizeable cloud ever since.
This is unfair because although the theme has been changed from hallucinogenic
nightmares where ghosts torment a hungry yellow pie chart, to a slightly more
realistic cat and mouse car chase, Rally-X is effectively a the true sequel to Pac
Man. Expanding the playing area by introducing scrolling and an ever depleting fuel
supply adds to the challenge, but it cannot be denied that by replacing the cars for
Pac, Inky, Blinky, Pinky and Clyde, Namco could have badged the game Pac Man 2
and sold a ton more units.
Rally-X is a tough game and my initial attempts ended quickly. The inclusion of a
radar was designed to help gamers navigate the large city, giving them advance
warning of the approaching opposition. But more often than not, glancing across to
the radar is your downfall and you would be far better advised to keep your eyes on
the road and 'use the force'. There is a real sense of panic when a red car is on your
tail and you weave through the top-down cityscape in search of flags and even now
a game of Rally-X leaves me with a thumping heart by the time my last vehicle is
totalled.
It seems that Namco/Midway must have received a lot of feedback like mine, so a
year later they released New Rally-X. Effectively the same game with a little more
colour and a fancier racing car, they seriously notched the difficulty down making it
more accessible to kids on a budget and its popularity increased greatly.
But when you are next playing the game, be it via emulation or if you are ever lucky
enough to stand in front of an upright arcade cabinet playing it as God intented, just
imaging a yellow circle where your car is whilst repeating the mantra
'wakawakawakawaka' as you play and you will start to see just how huge this
game could have been.
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Galaxian
In history there are always people, events, companies or inventors that have praise
heaped on them for being a trailblazer and sowing the seeds for the excellence that
is to follow. But very often the product of their vision is a little on the basic side as it
has not had time to germinate in the minds and hearts of an ever demanding and
evolving world. Space Invaders is arguably a great example of this and whilst there
is hardly a man, woman or child alive in a developed country who hasn't heard of or
played the game, that doesn't mean it is actually that good and there are many
extensions of the single screen shooter that are eminently more playable and more
importantly better fun, but are in danger of being lost from our consciousness due to
our insistence on putting only the first, the biggest or the most controversial upon
history's pedestal.
Galaxian from Namco is one such game. A game so underrated that it's almost
impossible for me to walk past a Space Invaders machine without throwing it a dirty
look or a shake of the fist. Galaxian is a masterpiece adrift in a sea of mediocrity,
and far too much of its hard earned historical thunder has been stolen by Taito's
original coin guzzler.
Picture the scene. It's 1979 and you wander into a dark, smoky and noisy arcade at
whichever seaside retreat your parents could afford to take you to (for myself, and 86
per cent of Northern Britain, it was Blackpool).
Amid the mechanical grabbers, pinball tables and various gaming cabinets, one
machine stands proud. Its continually scrolling, hypnotising starfield draws you in
closer and closer, and before you know it your 10p is already in the slot. This game
has an identity of its own and you wonder whether you have fallen into some
Tron-like parallel universe (or you would have, if Tron had been released at this
point).
While you happily ready yourself for a full colour version of Space Invaders,
something happens that takes your breath away: The beautifully drawn aliens have
a mind of their own, insolently and dangerously breaking ranks. They're on your tail,
hell bent on your destruction and the enslavement of your race. Your three lives are
over quickly, but the impact on your life made by this wonderful game isn't. In a
hundred years, when the History Channel is reviewing your life and the heroic
struggles you faced in becoming the greatest Starfighter pilot in the known galaxy, it
will trace your rise to infamy back to this single moment on a day trip to the west
coast of England.
Or at least, that's what I thought when I was 7.

Ghosts'n Goblins
Ghosts 'n Goblins (or Makaimura in Japan) is a strange beast. It's a wholly unforgiving and
fist-shakingly difficult game that allows the casual player to see no more than the first few levels.
Even a seasoned gamer would be hard pressed to complete it without pumping a large number of
coins into the slot; effectively buying their way to the final boss. So how has such a gruelling game
become so iconic? Why are we still going back to it 20 years on?
The answer is quite simple really. The game is fair. This means that although you're likely to use
many expletives whilst playing, you’ll always get the "I'll beat you next time" feeling as Sir Arthur
crumples into a pile of bones for the 14th time.
Controlling our knightly hero, you must first run through a cemetery despatching the many zombies
rising from the dirt using your trusty lance. Other weapons are available, but woe betide anyone who
picks up the Flaming Torch, which makes your task all the more troublesome with its pitiful throwing
distance. Take a hit from one of the demonic creatures and poor Arthur is stripped of him shiny
armour and forced to run around in his underwear (which, as any school kid who has ever forgotten
their gym kit will know, is the ultimate humiliation).
Arthur's quest to rescue his girlfriend, Princess Prin-Prin, from the clutches of the evil Astaroth then
takes us on a journey through a desolate town and a vast and depressing castle until he reaches the
Throne room, where his (expensive) final battle can commence. Or so you would think! Those
malevolent souls at Capcom callously
decided to make you play through the game twice before giving Arthur the happy ending that he so
desires (assuming there's enough room in the coin box).
Despite its difficulty, or maybe because of it, Ghosts 'n Goblins is as enjoyable today as it was when
we lost our first 10 pence to it more than two decades ago.
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Frogger
What can you say about the game that became a worldwide institution? A game
that has not only had its own TV show (the Frogger cartoon formed part of
Saturday Supercade on American TV), but has also featured in numerous songs on
the hit parade (from 'Froggy's Lament' back in 1982, to the Sugababes hit 'Freak
Like Me' in 2002). It has appeared on virtually every home system and has had
more than 15 sequels (though notably only one of these hit the arcades; 1991's
Ribbit).
Surprisingly however, Frogger wasn't the genesis of the road crossing genre. It's
actually a remake of the 1972 game 'Freeway', which was created at Washington
University for the early PDS-1 microcomputer.
But, with arcade superstars SEGA throwing their weight behind it, the immortal
hop-‘em-up was a phenomenon that spread like a plague, and it's hard to believe
there's a single person on the planet that hasn't played Frogger or a game based
on it. I suspect that even the staunchest Amish pastor has had a few games (even
if it is a 'live action' version with cattle and goats rather than computerised cars
and turtles).
Frogger's premise is as simple as it is fun, requiring our amphibious friend to
cross a busy road and then navigate a fast flowing river by leaping onto logs and
swimming turtles. Many strategies can be employed to get our slimy friends home,
but none are more enjoyable than the mad-dash where you sprint around the
screen at full pelt, weaving in and out of cars and diving from log to turtle at
break-neck speed.
It's a testament to its unpretentious gameplay that Frogger can still hold its head
above the water after more than a quarter of a century and, thanks to Xbox Live
Arcade, has found whole new generation of fans. If only he could de-throne that
pesky Kermit, Frogger would take up his rightful place in the palace of the
Amphibian King.

Moon Patrol
When people talk of Japanese developers Irem, they think of one game and one game
only. But 5 years before they were to create the seminal R-Type, Irem coders were
cutting their teeth on a very different battle to destroy the alien invaders.
Moon Patrol takes place, unsurprisingly, on the moon and has you patrolling Sector
Nine in your 6 wheel armoured buggy. Using your front and top mounted cannons, you
must shoot down the invading forces before they can drop a bomb on your head or
blow a hole in the moon's surface for you to fall into. However, on initial viewing it
would be easy to miss some of the subtleties that make Moon Patrol stand out. I could
easily spend the next few paragraphs extolling the virtues of its parallax scrolling,
in-game music and suspension mechanics, but that would do an injustice to the main
reason why I still play Moon Patrol today. The simplistic joy of bounding around the
craterous surface, blasting UFOs is as strong as it was when 20 years ago, when I
would play the game at the local swimming baths. The only difference is that I no
longer have to make it through the minefield without having to pump in a handful of
coins to ensure I could afford a chocolate bar for the bus ride the way home.
Moon Patrol is not a difficult game to master though, so in their wisdom the clever
programmers implemented a masterstroke of unparalleled proportions to keep people
playing once they had made it through check points A to Z. The two simple rewards
that were given not only made you want to continue further, they made you gather your
friends and start again to show off.
So, what were these rewards that made an average games player like me feel like a
world beater? Simply that they re-sprayed your buggy Ferrari red and named the
second run through of the game the Champions level! What more could a 10 year old
want?
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Wii WILL (STILL) ROCK YOU!
The Wii proved to be the biggest surprise of the latest generation of consoles, sacrificing hardware power for a low retail
price, innovative controls and some of Nintendo's finest games since the SNES era. Although its popularity may have
waned a little in recent times, Mat Corne offers some examples that show there is life in the not-very-old dog yet.
Picture Perfect
While the console's visuals are never going to compete with the Hi-Def excellence of the XBOX 360 and PS3, it is still
possible to get a nice sharp picture with the right equipment. The Wii is shipped with a composite/SCART cable but for the
best visuals on your HDTV you should get yourself a component video cable. The official ones weigh in at around £20,
but for those on a budget third-party cables can be picked up for only a few quid. Connect the Wii to your TV with this and
set the picture resolution to 480p via the system menu and you'll see a vast improvement over the standard output.
Get Connected
Believe it or not, many people don't even realise that the console comes WiFi ready without the need for dongles or
cables. Last year Nintendo even ran a promotion rewarding Wii owners with free Nintendo points if they successfully
helped get a fellow Wii user online! The console is very easy to connect to the internet either by Wi-Fi or a wired
connection, and once you're online you can get free system updates and new features, play many of your games online
and access the Wii Shop channel. This channel gives access to an impressive selection of new and old games that can
be downloaded in exchange for Nintendo points. The points can be purchased via credit card from the shop, on cards
from high street or online stores, and can even be collected via the Club Nintendo website when registering Wii and DS
games.
Retro Treasures
The first games to be established on the Wii Shop channel were via the Virtual Console, which offers an impressive
selection of classic games from Nintendo's previous home systems (from NES to N64) and also former competitors such as
Sega's Megadrive, SNK's Neo-Geo and NEC's TurboGrafx 16. Even games from the Commodore 64 and coin-op arcades
have made an appearance!
Once downloaded the games become available as channels on your home screen and the emulation is generally
excellent. The inclusion of instruction manuals and an ability to pause and restart the game at any being useful additions.
The price of games range from 500 Nintendo points (around £3.50) for NES games to 1000 points or more for N64 titles.
Every so often Nintendo also holds 'Hanabi Festivals' where obscure games that were previously Japanese exclusives
are released, with past offerings including the original Super Mario Bros 2 and Treasure's N64 classic Sin & Punishment.
New IP and Franchise Reboots
WiiWare is the second range of games available from the Wii Shop. A wide variety of games are available, with new titles
released on a regular basis. These range from new games in classic series like Megaman and Castlevania as well as
quirky new game concepts from independent developers, to an inevitable mountain of shovelware that also blights other
consoles online and retail releases.
Many of the industry's biggest players have published new games via the service, including Capcom, Square Enix,
Hudsonsoft, Konami and of course Nintendo itself. However the platform really lends itself to smaller developers who lack
the budget to publish full-scale retail products, and it is from these companies that some of the most innovative WiiWare
games have been produced; for example, the critically-acclaimed World of Goo. Games cost anything from 500 to 1500
points and many titles have extra downloadable content available (at a price) to help expand the gameplay experience.
Max Out Your Menu
Additional channels can be downloaded from the shop and added to your Wii Menu, most of which are free of charge.
These range from useful applications like a Web browser and BBC iPlayer to promotional tools like the Nintendo Channel,
which contains videos and demos of upcoming titles. The remainder of the additional channels are perhaps a little
frivolous, such as the Mii Contest Channel (where you can enter your Mii into competitions and download other people's
creations) and the Everybody Votes Channel (which allows you to cast a vote on a different topic every few days).
Cube Compatibility
Last but by no means least, remember that the Wii is
fully backwards-compatible with its predecessor, the
Gamecube You will need to get at least one
Gamecube pad and ideally a memory card to
enable you to use the earlier system's
functionality, but doing so gives access to
a massive library of quality games - many
of which were exclusive to the Gamecube and
can now be picked up for peanuts from used
game stores or car boot sales (unless their names
contain the word 'Mario' or 'Zelda' that is). It's also
worth noting that a Gamecube pad can be used
to play most of the Virtual Console and WiiWare downloads.
(MC)
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Ten recommendations to enhance your Wii experience
BBC iPlayer - It's a free download and offers access to streaming BBC TV shows. What's not to like
about that? (Strictly Come Dancing? - Ed)
The Nintendo Channel - Another free download giving you exclusive previews of upcoming
Nintendo games and interviews with some of the company's big names.
Sin & Punishment - Treasure's chaotic Run and Gun masterpiece was previously a Japanese
Nintendo 64 exclusive, but is now available for the world to enjoy.
Super Mario RPG - Previously only available in Japan and the US, this SNES classic is one of the
best reasons to spend your points on Virtual Console games.
Dracula X: Rondo of Blood - Another Japanese exclusive now available worldwide thanks to the
Virtual Console. This Castlevania sequel originated on NEC's PC-Engine and is considered one of
the best in the series.
World of Goo - Having been created by a small independent development team, this
uniquely-styled puzzle game is arguably WiiWare's biggest success story
Bomberman Blast - Take this WiiWare download, four Wiimotes, four Gamecube controllers and
seven friends and you get multiplayer gaming at its finest. Online play and a variety of battle
modes just add to the fun!
Bubble Bobble Plus - Taito's classic returns via WiiWare and includes hundreds of new levels,
online leaderboards, four simultaneous players and is an excellent interpretation of the original
arcade game.
Pac-Man Vs. - Strictly speaking this is a Gamecube hidden gem, but despite only having been
seen by very few people, Pac-Man Vs is universally adored. Given as a bonus disc with Namco's
R:Racing, it is a multiplayer take on the arcade classic. You'll need several pads and a Gameboy
Advance with link cable to enable you to play the game, but the investment is worth every!
MadWorld - You thought the Wii was just for kids? If any game is going to change that opinion then
MadWorld is it! Extreme violence and profanity, a unique art style and some genuinely funny
moments make this a game that you shouldn't miss. Just lock it away when the kids are around!
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In 2001 in a small suburb of Harrow, a young man crafted an email and
prepared to click Send, little consideration being given to the chain of events
about to be unleashed. The email quietly slipped into the inboxes of the
members of the BBC Micro Mailing List, receiving no replies, but it was noted
nonetheless...
2007 saw the launch of Retro Software (an Acorn-friendly publishing label
covering the Atom, Electron and BBC Micro up to the later RISC OS
machines), by a group of talented developers who had missed the chance to
release games commercially when it was still viable. A web community
quickly sprang up with members soon unveiling new developments and
modern PC tools to aid others in the building of their retro projects.
One of the founders remembered the email he had received several years
before. It had brought to public attention a never-published follow-up to
Repton 3, the popular sequel in the legendary BBC Micro puzzle series from
Tim Tyler. Written in the 80s, the school-boy author, Paras Sidapara, took the
well-known Boulderdash appearance and logical formula enhancing it with
new features like Absorbalene, Ice Pills and Balloons. Unfortunately, return
emails bounced and web searches could not shed light on Paras'
whereabouts. Discouraged, that a potentially exciting discovery had slipped
away, attention returned to home-grown projects.
Contact with Paras was unexpectedly achieved however through a hopeful
search that flagged up an entry on one of the largest business social
networking websites. As luck would have it, Paras was still in the industry
and had signed up with his latest details. Furious discussions followed, in
which Paras revealed he thought he still had the master copies for Repton 4
and Cyroid-X (the top-down sci-fi puzzler that the game evolved into after
Repton 4 was declined by Superior Software, who at the time were already
committed to the next in the series being Repton Infinity).
After agreeing in principal to allow the game to be published under the new
label, Paras began searching for his discs. At the same time, Retro Software
approached Richard Hanson of Superior Interactive (the PC label started by
the brothers behind the long-time Acorn publisher, Superior Software).
Richard was intrigued and kindly agreed to allow the use of the Repton
brand in exchange for a simple Superior Interactive credit and a mention of
the www.superiorinteractive.com domain on the packaging and publicity
materials.
The negotiations and disc hunting took weeks, but finally Paras’ discs were ready to be archived. Cyroid-X generated much excitement when
not only the original game was found but also the complete source code, a set of development tools for the game and the remnants of an
early Electron port.
The Repton 4 master transferred successfully and was loaded with a degree of trepidation. The initial menu loaded but, alas, the game engine
was missing. Even worse, the Repton 4 source disc had been overwritten with Cyroid-X files! Despite having a working level/character
designer, the game itself appeared lost.
Paras had one hope – he called an old school friend, John Chesney, with the vague possibility he had been given an evaluation version years
ago. John retrieved his fifteen year old BBC Micro from the loft and discovered a disc labelled “Repton 4 Final”. John had a cursory wander
around the first screen before eagerly calling Paras with the news. He appeared to have unearthed a complete version of Repton 4! Paras
hurried down the A40 to retrieve the find, only to be confronted with a tremendous disappointment. Although the game engine was
complete, the screen data files had been overwritten with a set of incomplete, simplistic levels, created using the bundled screen editor.
The Retro Software team started to believe the Repton 4 dream was over……until a text message arrived from Paras. He had discovered the
original Repton 4 screen files had actually been archived on one of his Cyroid-X development discs!
Work on Repton 4, now renamed Repton: The Lost Realms; continued off and on for a further 2 years. Only now is Retro Software finally
able to release upon the world the first original Repton in more than 10 years. Featuring eighteen new levels from some of the most famous
Repton designers, a complete graphical overhaul, loading screen and cover artwork by David Jeffery, it can't be missed! Development has
also now started on a future Electron and RISC OS port of the game.
If you’ve ever wanted to start your own project or play-test upcoming retro titles, volunteers are always welcomed at www.retrosoftware.co.uk.
(PE)
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Pinball has been around a long time and for some is a distant
memory of mis-spent youth. But where did it all begin? Gary
Flower charts a brief history of the pintable.
When Montague Redgrave was granted a patent for a
bagatelle game with the addition of a spring loaded plunger in
1871, it is generally acknowledged that contemporary pinball
was born. The next key period in the development of pinball
didn’t happen until the 1930’s.
With America is in the midst of the depression; people have
little money, a lot of time on their hands, and a need to be
entertained. In Youngstown, Ohio in 1931, Earl Froom saw an
opportunity and added a coin mechanism to his new game. By
covering the playfield with glass he was able to remove
outside influence on play, creating more authentic competition.
The game was called ‘Whiffle’ and was the first game to
incorporate all the essential elements of coin operated pinball.
From that point on it was a case of applying developments in
technology and creativity to evolve this table top box with pins,
balls and a plunger, through the iterations that give us the
latest games such as Avatar (2010), from Stern Pinball.
Following Froom’s innovation around 150 companies sprung
up making pinball machines. Most only stayed in business for
a few years but three names endured. Each of these
companies became synonymous with pinball and each has
enjoyed a spell of supremacy in the pinball world.
D Gottlieb and Co. - David Gottlieb founded a pinball dynasty
that has seen three generations (Alvin and Michael) in the
pinball industry.
Bally - Ray Maloney originally founded the company as Lion
Manufacturing.
Williams - Harry Williams worked for several pinball
companies before and after founding his own company.
There have been many landmark developments in pinball:
1933 - Advance, designed by Harry Williams, is the first
game to incorporate the tilt mechanism
1936 - Bumper from Bally, incorporates an electrical
progressive score unit
1947- Humpty Dumpty from Gottlieb becomes the first game
with flippers
1948 - Steve Kordek places 2 flippers at the bottom of the
playfield, where they remain today
1960s - Score reels replace bulb scoring
1969 - The Who release Pete Townshend’s magnum opus
‘Tommy’ putting pinball back on the map
1976 - Electromechanical technology is supplanted with
Solid State; pinball enters the computer age
1980 - Gorgar (Williams) adds Synthesised speech, making
it the first talking game
1980 - Black Knight becomes first multilevel and Multiball
game
1985 - High Speed incorporates Automatic percentaging,
jackpot and the first alpha-numeric display
1991 - Dot-matrix displays are introduced

Nowadays, in the UK, as in the USA, more pinball machines
are to be found in private homes than in arcades and bars and
a whole community has emerged to celebrate and maintain a
very unique member of the Arcade family. (GF)
Martin Ayub now takes a look at the current UK pinball
scene...
Pinball in the UK has come on in leaps and bounds in the past
ten years. From having only a single national convention (and
a sporadic one at that), there are now numerous pinball shows
and tournaments held across the UK and Ireland. Pinball’s
growth has been fuelled by the modern ease of
communication afforded by discussion groups, newsgroups
and social networking sites. Arranging an event and bringing
enough helpers on-board is no longer the daunting task it once
was.
Consequently, after the UK hosted the European Pinball
Championship and then the World Pinball Championship last
year, 2010 has seen events such as the South Coast Slam,
the UK Pinball Party, the Welsh Classic, the Irish Open, the
Festive Pinball Gathering and of course the R3PLAY Expo.
All of these feature competitive tournaments which, with the
endorsement of the International Flipper Pinball Association
(IFPA), qualify for World Pinball Player Ranking points and
give everyone who enters a rating against other players all
over the world.
While these events stand on their own as great places to play
pinball, running alongside them is the UK Pinball League
which covers England, Scotland and Wales with its 5 regional
sections. Players meet at each other’s homes and spend a
relaxing afternoon socialising and trying to get good scores on
a range of pinball machines. The best players from each
region then go on to a national final.
Many of these shows, tournaments and leagues have been
conceived and co-ordinated through the UK’s home for on-line
pinball discussion, the UK Pinball Group, which now boasts
over 1700 registered members. The friendly and helpful
atmosphere offers speedy assistance with pinball
problems, a more secure and reliable way to buy and sell
machines, along with inside information on the industry and
reports on places to play.
2010 continued the growth of pinball in the UK and 2011 is
looking to be just as busy with the events listed above all
expected to return, and the possibility of some new
tournaments and leagues springing up as well. (MA)
For more information;
UK Pinball Group:
http://games.groups.yahoo.com/group/ukpinball
UK Pinball League at: www.ukpinballleague.co.uk
A pinball events diary can be found at:
www.pinballnews.com/diary.

Unfortunately Gottlieb had ceased manufacturing by 1996,
selling its assets and allowing the remanufacturing of parts for
home users and collectors. The start of the 21st century then
saw the demise of the remaining two great names in Pinball,
Bally and Williams. Their assets, patents and various rights
were offered for sale and spawned many cottage industries
devoted to making the parts and modifications essential to
keeping the games in tip top condition.
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Despite the calls for equality, the anti-discriminatory campaigning, the desire to break down walls and integrate the warring factions, there
are times when you must choose your side. And this is no less true in gaming. But some choices go deeper than simply deciding on the
clothes that your character will wear or the direction you will be shooting. There are a multitude of examples that can be drawn on; Mario or
Sonic, Spectrum or Commodore. But few debates are as passionate as those between opposing football game fans.
My footballing history has taken me through some fantastic games from 'Matchday' on the Spectrum and the superbly comic 'Kick and Run'
in the arcades to the corporate whore that is FIFA. But nothing would leave such an impression on me the way Kick Off did. The super
speed at which the players hammered down the wings and the tricks that could be performed such as lobs, swerves, headers and volleyes
made me feel like a professional and though the presentation wasn't up to much, this felt like real football. This was the gaming’s Match of
Day, strong and dependable with a few flashy moments, but always a bit gritty and more than a little ugly. I stayed with the series through
Kick Off II, Goal (to all extents Kick Off 3 with a new name) and the fantastically inventive Player Manager. Even now, in the days of FIFA
and Pro Evolution domination, I yearn for the simple 'pure' football that Kick Off gave.
But then came Sensi. A game so full of smooth presentation and colour, it was the Sky Sports of gaming. This game took football sims into a
new era, all pazazz and cheer leading. Better looking and better sounding, it had the general public under its spell. This was the Premier
League, the next evolution, the start of the new world where megastars were born and weak were not going to survive.
Sensible Soccer followed a formula that all Sensi games were to hold true – 'fun is the key'. This was no simulation; it was an all out
goal-fest of a game that you played with a smile on your face, not the gritted teeth you had whilst playing Kick Off.
I can easily see why many people prefer Sensible Soccer in the same way that I can see why some prefer the Commodore 64 to the
Spectrum. It has all the component parts that should make a world beater, but for me it just lacks that little je nai se quas. Sensible
Soccer certainly has the X factor, it just doesn't have soul. (GS)

Throughout arcade video gaming history there have been many firsts, Pong, the
first commercially successful game; Space Invaders, the first blockbuster game;
Night Driver, the first 3D driving game and Gun Fight, the first death-match game.
But did you realise the jolly little Pac Man is actually the first ever example
of the 'Japanese survival horror' genre?
Not convinced? Can you see loveable, child friendly Pac Man, the character from
lunchboxes and Saturday cartoons of our youth, as creator of a genre that has scared the
wits out of teens across the land? Could Pac Man really be the foundation from which
multi-million dollar horror game franchises such as Resident Evil and Silent Hill sprang?
Before you scornfully turn the page, consider this; you are all alone, wandering a seemingly
endless maze of corridors being relentlessly pursued by deadly ghostly apparitions.
The only respite available to you is an extremely limited supply of 'ammunition' and a
few not very 'safe' areas.
It all fits in with the Japanese zeitgeist of the lone, mostly defenceless protagonist beset
by spirits bent of his painful destruction. This exact scenario has been seen many times
in film, anime and manga, but in gaming terms, this is where it all began.
The idea of Pac-Man as a horror game was not lost on underground internet culture and
several fan films and spoof trailers have been made, heavily
emphasising the intensely creepy nature of the Pac Man concept.
In fact, earlier this year speculation was rife that Avi Arad, producer
of the blockbuster Spiderman movies, would announcea big screen
adaptation. Although the announcement did not come to fruition,
his producing partner currently holds movie options for the film
(and also for Castlevania), so do not be surprised to be descending
into the dank and miserable dungeon of the Pac Man at a cinema
near you soon. (MB)'
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Oliver Frey is a world famous artist and illustrator, best known to gaming fans for his fantastic computer games magazine covers. Terminal Man was Oli’s 80s cult comic, featuring an exciting story by former 2000AD editor
Kelvin Gosnell and was originally serialised in CRASH and Zzap!64 magazines. We are delighted to bring you this exciting first instalment. For the full 52 page collector’s edition comic book head to www.oliverfreyart.com
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ENLIST FOR FREE TODAY

gamestation.co.uk/thegamestationelite

OVER 240 STORES NATIONWIDE 0871 594 0088
CALLS COST 10P PER MINUTE; CALLS FROM MOBILE AND SOME NETWORKS MAY BE HIGHER. *EXCLUDES GIFT CARDS. TERMS & CONDITIONS APPLY. FOR FULL TERMS &
CONDITIONS VISIT GAMESTATION.CO.UK/THEGAMESTATIONELITE

